
Follow these 5 tips to make sure your clients show up, every time. 

The good news is there are some simple things you can do to 
reduce no-shows and increase your bottom line.

Does that problem sound familiar? 

no-shows often cost a business hundreds to thousands of dollars every 
month. For appointment-based businesses, the challenges don’t end when 
a client schedules an appointment. Often, the hardest part is getting them 
to show up and arrive on time and prepared. 

Top 5 Tips to Help 
Your Clients Show Up 
Every Time 

With a national average no-show rate of 15-30%,



At Apptoto, we enable you to automate reminders via voice call, text 
message, and email. We’ve seen clients get the best results when using two 
of the three methods together. However, this is most effective when one of 
them is text messaging. Why text messaging? Here are a few reasons…

Tip #1

of text messages are read
within 3 seconds of being 
delivered. 

90%

Plus text reminders have a
53.5% higher response rate than calls.

of people prefer 
text over voice calls.64%

Send Automated Reminders 
Through Text Message (SMS)

The most relevant, effective, and efficient way to send your clients appointment 
reminders is through text messaging. Appointment reminders are crucial to the success 
and efficiency of your business, and text reminders are king in the reminder world.

of Americans use text messaging.

97%

The data is clear 

The average response time for text 
messages is 6,000% faster than email. 

90 seconds

90 minutes



Without an automated system to send appointment reminders, oftentimes 
reminders get sent when it's convenient for you and your staff but not optimal 
for your client. Maybe your receptionist does all of their calls when they get in 
each morning? Or perhaps the only chance you have to send a quick text to 
your next-day clients is each evening after you've wrapped up your other tasks.

Tip #2

Send Reminders
At The Right Time
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6pm Confirmation
41% higher conversion rate 
than those sent at noon. 

12pm Confirmation
The second best time 
to send reminders

Whether you choose to send your reminders via text, call, or email, make sure to 
send your reminders at the best time of day to receive a confirmation.

the confirmation rate. It is also important that 
you send the right amount of reminders. 
Unfortunately, one reminder isn't enough. 
You need to send 3 appointment messages: 

During those two hours of the day, your 
clients are most likely to pick up their phones 
and confirm. Sending at any other time of the 
day could potentially bury your text among 
others that they need to respond to, lowering

Initial booking confirmation Reminder 1 day before Reminder 1-2 hours before



Tip #3

Use The Right 
Messaging Schedule 
When sending appointment reminder 
messages to your clients, you want to make 
sure to send just the right amount of messages 
to be effective in getting your clients to show 
up… without bombarding them. 

A good message cadence that we recommend 
starts with an initial message when the 

appointment is created with appointment 
information and an acceptance prompt.

Initial booking

1 Day Before

1 Hour Before

Next, you will want to send a reminder message.  We 
have found that sending this message one day before 
the appointment at 12pm or 6pm asking them to 
confirm is the most effective.  Additionally, you might 
consider sending a follow-up to this message after 30 
minutes if they did not respond.  

Regardless of a confirmation response, you will want 
to send a friendly motivational reminder or preparation 

message 1-2 hours before the appointment. 
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Appointment reminders, by definition, are messages sent to your clients that 
contain details about their upcoming appointments. They usually include the 
date, time, location, and type of service.

Tip #4

Use The Right Language 
For The Reminder Message

It can feel overwhelming to write something from 
scratch, so here are a few tips to keep in mind:

Here are some general reminder guidelines:

Date, Time, Timezone

Client name, Parking info, Required forms

Cancellation policy

Business name, Appointment type, 
Reschedule options, and Location

(925) 905-8564
Hey Jeff, please confirm your appointment tomorrow 
at 1pm PST with Kontrast Interactive. Respond 1 to 
confirm or 2 to cancel. 

MESSAGES now

Always include

Most of the time include

Some of the time include

When applicable include

You know your clients. Make your 
reminder sound like your brand!

Keep it Real

Many of your clients will be repeats and 
will come to rely on your reminders. Keep 
your cadence for reminders the same.

Keep it Consistent 

Text (SMS) message reminders should 
be between 140-175 characters. 

Keep it Short 

The main function of an appointment reminder 
is to get your clients the information they need. 
Don’t add unnecessary details.

Keep it Relevant

Need some more inspiration? We have some industry templates to get you started.

https://www.apptoto.com/best-practices/87-appointment-reminder-samples-to-send-your-clients


This will not only reinforce the behavior 
for next time, but will also leave them 
with a positive customer service touch. 

Tip #5

Thank Your Clients For 
Showing Up

Set Yourself Up For Success 

of people say they are also more 
likely to do business with companies 
that appreciate their customers.

91%
It’s important to acknowledge when one of 
our clients does something we appreciate! 
This is not only a kind practice, but it builds 
customer loyalty which ultimately retains 
business over time. 

What does this mean for appointments? 
Well, if your client shows up on time for their 
appointment, make sure you thank them! 

A few best practices when sending an automated thank you text after an appointment:

71% of consumers expect 
companies to deliver personalized 
interactions, and are frustrated 
when companies don’t.

Make It Personal Do Not Include An Ask
While it is tempting to immediately ask a 
client to give you a review or share with 
their friends, immediately following your 
appointment isn’t the best time to do so. 
Asking for a review should be a significant 
part of your business strategy, but the goal 
here is to make your customer feel 
appreciated. For more information on 
asking for reviews, read our blog post here.

It only takes a few minutes to set up 
automated text messages for you and 
your clients. Once they get started, 
they will continue working in the 
background for you.

If you are looking to eliminate no-shows, and grow your bottom line, 
try Apptoto for free to see how you can easily manage your 
appointment scheduling, reminders, and client communication. 

https://www.apptoto.com/signup
https://www.apptoto.com/best-practices/do-you-ask-clients-for-reviews-if-not-its-time-to-start
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